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Schoolhouse Nouns 
A noun names a person, a place, or a thing.   
Complete each sentence with a noun or nouns from the word box. 

hall janitor class 
desk bell building

teacher ball cafeteria 
friend school field 

bike

 

1. I always remember to lock my ||         at  |||           . 

 

2. I sit quietly at my||        while attendance is taken. 

 

3. Our |||||         always collects our homework. 

 

4. We eat lunch in the ||          . 

 

5. My best ||   and I like to sit together. 

 

6. Every Thursday we play baseball on the ||          . 

 

7. Everyone gets a turn to pitch the ||          . 

 

8. When the||   rings we have to go back to ||          . 

 

9. Some kids run through the||   when they are dismissed. 

 

10. The ||      cleans the |||     at night. 
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Schoolhouse Nouns 
A noun names a person, a place, or a thing.   
Complete each sentence with a noun or nouns from the word box. 

hall janitor class 
desk bell building

teacher ball cafeteria 
friend school field 

bike

 

1. I always lock my ||                    at  |||      . 

 

2. I sit quietly at my||                    while attendance is taken. 

 

3. Our |||||            always collects our homework. 

 

4. We eat lunch in the |||||                       . 

 

5. My best ||                    and I like to sit together. 

 

6. Every Thursday we play baseball on the ||                    . 

 

7. Everyone gets a turn to pitch the ||                 . 

 

8. When the||           rings we have to go back to ||                   . 

 

9. Some kids run through the||         when they are dismissed. 

 

10. The |||                    cleans the ||||        at night. 
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